
Comparison of contemporary legislation of basic institutes of 

condominium act in Czech Republic and Germany

The work focuses on explaining the basic concepts which limit the whole legislation  and

position of homeowners’ association (HOA) as a legal entity which is responsible for keeping 

the house.

The first chapter deals with the theoretical concept behind the condominium. How does it 

differ from the common ownership and what are other similar concepts. Legal orders of both 

countries (Czech Republic and Germany) stand on classical concept of a thing. In this context 

the apartment cannot be a thing because it lacks independence from other things – they cannot 

exist outside a building (which is a thing) and therefore they cannot be legally transferred. In 

my opinion the current law stand on dualistic theory, where the unit is primary and the co-

owner share in building and parcel are accessorial to the unit. In Germany there is a ruling 

principle of superficies solo cedit. That means a building is part of land and cannot be legally 

transferred without the land underneath. In German theory the ownership of flats constitutes a 

unity of three elements: co-ownership (on land), exclusive ownership (on unit) and 

membership in HOA.

The second chapter outlines the terms which appear in the following text and which are 

elementary to the concept of condominium. By looking in detail to each of these we can find 

the limits which apply to creating units (flats), separating them from one another or from the 

rest of the house. At the end of the chapter the reader should be able to answer the following 

questions: What requirements must the house meet to be eligible for creating condominium? 

What requirements must the flats meet so that we can create units from them? How far should 

the boundaries of unit go? What belongs to the unit owner exclusively and what is shared? 

What share of common property belongs to unit owner and how is this calculated?

Third chapter clarifies the legal status of HOA. It is limited legal personality in 

comparison with other legal entities – so what are the limits of its power. Who is member of 

HOA and in which moment does he become a member?

The fourth chapter looks at the new law (no.89/2012 Sb.) enacted to replace the 
current civil law act no. 40/1964 Sb. This new legislative act contains whole regulation in area 
of condominiums. I examine it in the scope of previous chapters and point out the difference 
with the previous law.




